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Using just 9 shapes and things, Ed Emberley shows would-be artists how to draw a variety of

animals, people, assorted monsters (such as Dracula and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde), and more, and

everything is GREEN! This hefty 96-page book is packed with fun things that kids-and not a few

adults-really want to draw. Easy and fun, the book provides hours of art-full fun.
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These books are the greatest. I own all of the Emberly books. They are fun for adults and kids alike.

You are never too old or young to learn to draw. This book will make you the most hip doodler in

school or at work. Ed makes it really easy!This book is from a series of 4 books from Emberly are

the easiest books on drawing there are, period. Anyone young or old can learn to draw some great

critters and vehicles from these books. ANYONE! All of his Big Color books are great, (They are a

series, each named after a color). This one is famous for the easy way it shows you how to draw

step by step a great big green dragon, but it is simple when you do it his way. This book includes a

number of fun ideas including Frankenstein, sailboat and trees. He even shows you how to make

yours unique rather than a copy of his drawings. You can be the doodle hero of your classroom or

office after using this book. He does it simply using very simple steps, lines, and basic shapes to



start you off. My favorite in the series would be the Purple Book, but they are all good.If you want to

move up from here and learn the terminology of what you are doing, and really become an

accomplished artist, the next step after these are the terrific books by "Jack Hamm". If you just want

to have some fun, get this book!

Way back in the 80's I used to grab this book from our small, quaint library at Steeple Valley Middle

School. I renewed the book frequently and would have a mild heart attack when it wasn't available

in the library for me to check out.Edward Emberley, among other artists, put me on the course to my

semi-successful cartooning career. In hopes of passing on the cartooning torch, I'm purchasing

these books for my two nieces so they can continue to create vast worlds and numerous creatures

on a simple notebook.

My students love these books. The drawings are simple and easy to follow. Teachers will find it

easy to use this book for short directed drawing lessons.

These books are great for kids, my boys checked them out from school last year and spent a whole

week drawing these wonderful pictures, even the 5 year old, you could see the story he was telling

in the picture. They love all of these books. Each picture is drawn step by step. Really great books.

Love the Dragons.

I spent hours creating entire worlds based on these books. They are a wonderful introduction to

basic drawing skills and are FUN!!!

My kids (7 years old, 6 years old, 4 years old, and 2 years old) love Ed Emberley drawing books.

With Ed's books, they can draw absolutely anything their little brains can imagine. The book

predominately use shapes and step by step picture instructions for drawings that are easy enough

for a toddler to follow. My 4 year old simply had to have this particular Ed Emberley book because

his favorite color is green. There were several repeats from other books, but they never seem to

mind. They love drawing the martians in this book.

Ed Emberley is just fantastic. I had only one or two of his books as a child (30-ish years ago) and

once I found out there were more, I bought everyone I could find. My girls really enjoy them (now

almost teens). The step by step approach to taking shapes they're familiar with and putting them



together to make such cute drawings helps them to branch out into drawings of their own. We leave

notes for each other and put something we learned to draw from EE's books on the note - brightens

everyone's day!

I grew up in the 70's and my parents encouraged my love of drawing by getting me several of Ed

Emberly's books. They contain easy step-by-step instructions using basic shapes to create worlds

of characters, animals, vehicles, monsters, etc.Now I'm able to get those same books I cherished as

a child for my own 6-year old. He's spent hours drawing and his love of drawing continues to

grow.Mr. Emberley's style helps anyone learn to draw. If your child shows an interest in drawing I

would highly recommend this or any other of his books.We actually purchased several, including his

fingerprint and thumbprint books along with some washable stamp pads so you can combine finger

painting with drawing.
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